Salt-induced pattern formation in evaporating droplets of lysozyme solutions.
Solute self-organization during evaporation of colloidal sessile droplets has attracted the attention of researchers over the past few decades due to a variety of technological applications. Recently, pattern formation during evaporation of various biofluids has been studied due to potential applications in screening and diagnosis. The complex morphological patterns in the deposit are unique to various disorders and are influenced by various physical mechanisms occurring during evaporation. These complex patterns can be better understood by studying evaporation of model solutions of biological relevance. Here, we examine the general features of pattern formation during sessile droplet evaporation of aqueous lysozyme solutions with varying concentrations of NaCl. Lysozyme is a globular protein found in biological fluids such as tears and saliva. The morphological evolution of the droplet is studied by time-lapse video during evaporation via reflection optical microscopy. The final deposits exhibit an amorphous peripheral ring and interior regions containing crystallites and dendritic forms, dependent on NaCl concentration. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images demonstrate the multi-scale hierarchical nature of these structures.